IOWA REMOTE WORK RESOURCES

An in-depth look at working remotely from “The Hawkeye State”

The cost of living in Iowa is 16.3% lower than the U.S. average.

The annual mean wage in Iowa is $47,330 or $22.76 per hour, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Iowa is ranked 2nd for Opportunity and 9th for Education among all U.S. states.

In January 2020, Iowa’s total unemployment rate was 2.8%, which was lower than the 2019 average U.S. unemployment rate of 3.7%.

TOP 5 REMOTE WORK INDUSTRIES

From 2018 to 2019, the number of available Iowa remote jobs in the Virtual Vocations job board grew by 15.07%.

REMOTE-ENABLED COMPANIES WITH HUBS IN IOWA

CEDAR RAPIDS

COWORKING CENTERS

BLUE BEAN (Ankeny)

GRAVITATE COWORKING (Des Moines)

CO WORK591 (Jesup)

MERGE (Iowa City)

COWORKQC (Davenport)
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